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ABSTRACT
Within the study of zoomorphization, animal metaphors in which humans are compared to 
(certain characteristics of) animals, such as “You are a bitch”, have been discussed widely in 
the literature on figurative language; however, only very few studies have considered meta- 
phors where animals actually invade, or reside in, the human body. This article presents a 
catalogue of ‘animal-in-the-body’-metaphors in various European languages in which insects 
and small animals are the protagonists. By means of this cross-linguistic analysis the article 
explores how, depending on the language in question, the same animal used in the figurative 
expressions may evoke similar or different emotional interpretations. Also, the motivation 
for these specific metaphors is pursued: What are the reasons for their existence? Finally, the 
relation between the metaphors in question and their experiential basis is discussed. 
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Introduction
This article has three specific aims. Firstly, it intends by means of a cross-linguistic analysis to 
gather a comprehensive catalogue of ‘animal-in-the-body’-metaphors in various European lan-
guages in which insects and small animals are the protagonists. To my knowledge, no cross-lin-
guistic analyses that compares more than two languages dealing with insects and smaller ani-
mals have been included. Secondly, it investigates whether figurative expressions that deal with 
animals inside the human body are similarly conceptualized in various languages and what 
kind of emotional interpretations are evoked, depending on the language in question. Thirdly, I 
will examine how metaphorical expressions can reflect situations that are rarely or never expe-
rienced, and raise the question what motivates this specific type of metaphor? 

There is a plethora of expressions comparing human beings to specific animals, such as you 
are a pig, he is a publicity hound, or she is a real bookworm, where speakers, using the general 
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conceptual metaphor of HUMANS ARE ANIMALS, attribute animal character traits to hu-
mans, and vice versa. In particular, certain animal characteristics (real or not) are attributed 
to humans; compare, e.g. as strong as a bear, as wise as an owl, or as cunning as a fox; sometimes, 
too, parts of animals are used to describe human qualities, e.g. to have eyes like an eagle or (in 
German) Du Giftzahn! (lit.: ‘You venomous fang’, for someone who is in the habit of insulting 
people). Whether or not the animals’ properties are real qualities is of no importance here; for 
example, whereas an expression like having eyes like an eagle or being eagle-eyed may reflect the 
fact that eagles have excellent vision, expressions like busy as a bee do not necessarily imply that 
bees indeed are busy in the human sense. Neither does the expression as wise as an owl provide 
us with any information about owls being especially ‘wise’ as compared to other animals. Also, 
different cultures may attribute different qualities to animals. Thus, the expression as wise as 
an owl is not understood in the same (Ancient Greek) way in other societies, given that the owl 
also is an animal of darkness and, hence, connected with danger (see Dobrovol’skij & Piirainen 
2005: 349-351). In most cases, the qualities attributed to animals are cultural constructs of the 
human mind rather than real attributes of the animals in question. 

Animal metaphors and similar figurative expressions are called zoomorphizations (or ani-
malizations); they have been discussed widely in the literature on figurative language, not only 
in Dobrovol’skij & Piirainen’s (2005) influential book, but also in many other works (e.g. Bang 
1983; Chamizo-Domínguez & Fuyin-Li 2004; Echevarría Isusquiza 2003; Fernández Fontecha 
& Jiménez Catalán 2003; Ferrario 1990; Mussner 2012; Nazárenko & Iñesta Mena 1998; Nesi 
1995; Piirainen 2012; Vigerie 1992). Some of these authors consider very specific categories with-
in the animal kingdom; thus Chamizo-Domínguez & Fuyin-Li (2004) discusses only water ani-
mals, while Dobrovol’skij & Piirainen (2005) restricts its cross-linguistic examination to snakes, 
wolves, bears and owls. O’Donnell (1990) likewise deals exclusively with larger animals: mam-
mals like wolves, bears, or dogs, birds like owls, reptiles like snakes, and so on. By contrast, only 
a handful of articles explicitly consider smaller animals (let alone insects), even though strictly 
biologically speaking, over 90% of the animal life forms on Earth are insects – something that 
is worth noting in view of the surprising fact that so far, only Del Maso (2013) and Crida Álvarez 
(2017) have dealt with insects, and then only by comparing two different languages. 

The common denominator for the metaphors discussed here is that of animals invading the 
body; hence, expressions like to have an albatross around one’s neck (meaning: ‘to carry a heavy 
burden’) will not be considered; neither will metaphors of animals operating within one’s cloth-
ing, as in having ants in one’s pants (‘being fidgety’) or invading the body from the outside, as in 
the Polish robak/mól go gryzie (lit.: worms/moths are gnawing him, i.e. ‘something rankles his 
mind’). 

For the sake of simplicity, whenever the animals do in fact reside inside the body, as in the 
English expression to be a bug in your ear, I will refer to these as ‘animal-in-the-body’-metaphors, 
explaining emotions or mental states by means of constructions belonging to an imagined 
world of would-/could-be experiences in which animals invade, or reside in, the human body.1

Previous studies have shown that conceptual metaphors in general are correlated with bodily 
experience; thus, e.g., emotions are reflected in a higher body temperature. Kövecses (2006:3) 

1 Due to lack of space, I will mostly refrain from etymological digressions. 
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uses the example “We have a warm relationship” to indicate that we talk of affection in terms 
of the warmth that arises naturally from our embodied experiences (whose universality he un-
derscores): 

… probably no one would be surprised to hear that affection is universally conceptu-
alized as warmth, rather than coldness. To learn such “primary” metaphors is not a 
choice for us: It happens unconsciously and automatically. Because this is a univer-
sal bodily experience, the metaphor corresponding to it may well be universal. In 
other words, universal primary experiences produce universal primary metaphors. 
(Kövecses 2006:3; my emphasis)

To a large extent, the metaphorical expressions that are presented in the current article support 
the claim that similar experiences lead to similar metaphors. However, this also appears to be 
the case for emotional metaphors that are not based on primary experiences. What the expres-
sions presented in the following do have in common is the fact that an immediate (primary) ex-
perience in many cases either is only experienced very rarely (or not at all), even when the meta-
phors are based on well-known entities such as commonly known animals and the human body. 

A catalogue of animal-in-the-body-metaphors
The data for my cross-linguistic analysis stems from dictionaries, native speakers and lin-
guists2, as well as from the scant literature presented in the introduction. Some dubious or  
archaic sounding expressions were checked by means of the internet in order to validate their 
actual use. As a matter of fact, there are only a few expressions of this type in each language; in 
addition, they are difficult to find, since in order to select an expression from a dictionary, one 
has to know in advance which animal to look for. 

2.1. Insects

FLEA
The insect that gives birth to most insect-in-body-metaphors is the flea. This small parasite is 
known for its bloodsucking abilities and for its spectacular jumps; in earlier times (and probably 
even today) it is usually associated with poor hygiene in dwellings. There is no doubt that the 
flea is generally regarded as unpleasant, and it appears as such in a number of expressions in 
many European languages. There are, in general, two main types of these: the one is ‘having a 
flea in the ear’ and the other is ‘putting a flea into another person’s ear’. The first type is found in 
French, Greek, Dutch and, metonymically, in Spanish (1-4):

2 Special thanks to José Luis Aliaga, Rineke Brouwer, Svend Gottschalk, Poul Søren Kjærsgaard, Kazumi Koike, 
Yumiko and Scott Saft, Oxana Steen, Erling Strudsholm and Trine Stauning Willert.
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1. avoir la puce à l’oreille (lit.: to have the flea in the ear; ‘to be suspicious’ or ‘to be on one’s 
guard’.) 

2. του/μου μπαίνουν ψύλλοι στα αυτιά (lit.: he/I got fleas in the ears; ‘to become suspi-
cious’) 

3. een vlo in het oor hebben (lit.: to have a flea in the ear; ‘to be fidgety or restless’)
4. ser una pulga en la oreja (especially in Chile and Peru) (lit.: to be a flea in the ear; ‘to be 

a pain in the neck’) 

As can be seen, the metaphors convey different reactions. While the French and the Greek ex-
amples (1-2) both refer to suspicion, the Dutch expression (3) focuses upon the person’s rest-
lessness and, thus, it appears as if the flea’s desperate crawling in the ear is transferred to the 
person in question. Similarly, in the Spanish expression (4) the flea inside the hearing organ 
refers metonymically to the entire person and thus demonstrates the unpleasantness of having 
a flea within the ear where it might bite, suck blood, and infect a person. 

The second type, where somebody puts the flea into a person’s ear, is also found in various 
languages, e.g. in Italian, French, English, and German (5-8): 

5. mettere una (la) pulce nell’orecchio a qualcuno (lit.: to put a (the) flea into the ear of some-
body; ’to suspect somebody’) 

6. mettre la puce à l’oreille (lit.: to put the flea in the ear; ‘arouse suspicion’ / ’to make bad 
blood’). 

7. to put a flea in one’s ear ‘to give somebody a stinging oral rebuff, rebuke, reproof, or war-
ning.’ 

8. jemandem einen Floh ins Ohr setzen (lit.: put a flea into someone’s ear; ‘arouse an unre- 
alizable wish in someone’ / ‘to put a weird or fancy idea into somebody’s head’).

Like examples (1) and (2), both the Italian (5) and the French (6) convey the meaning of suspi-
cion, although in slightly different ways; thus, the French expression extends to personal rela-
tionships. The English expression (7), however, differs considerably from the other ones: the act 
of sending a person away while angrily refusing a request is compared to the cheek of literally 
putting a flea into someone’s ear. In addition, the German use (8) appears to be rather idiosyn-
cratic. Here, the flea stands for strange ideas, and the ear metonymically for the head or brain. 

Neither type one or two reflects states or actions that normally occur or are performed in our 
everyday life. Above all, nobody ever physically puts a flea into someone’s ear and, therefore, the 
reactions and emotions cannot be based on bodily experience. 

In contrast to all the figurative expressions presented so far that have dealt with fleas inside 
the ear, this Greek expression in (9), instead of focusing upon the unpleasantness of the insect, 
is concerned with its shape: 

9.	 Ούτε ψύλλος στον κόρφο του (lit.: not even a flea in his breast; ‘I don’t want to be in his 
place’, not even as a flea in his breast). 
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Here, the tininess of the animal underscores its insignificance, as expressed by this metaphor. 

FLY
Flies are specifically attracted by rotten meat, feces and any decomposing matter, and are 
known to transmit infectious diseases. In general, they are therefore treated with disgust. 

The next Spanish expression resembles cases (1-3) presented above in that it again focuses upon 
the body part ‘ear’, but with the ‘flea’ replaced by a ‘fly’: 

10.  andar con la mosca en la oreja (lit.: to walk with a fly in the ear; ‘to be wary, to be on  
one’s guard’).

Although this meaning is slightly different from that in (1-3): ‘to be suspicious’ vs. ‘to be wary’, it 
is again easy to imagine the unpleasant feeling of having such a pesky insect in one’s ear. 

Also the following Danish expression resembles the German one in (8), although, again, the 
‘flea’ has been replaced by ‘flies’ and ‘ear’ by ‘head’ (11). Once more, it comes as no surprise 
that these whimsical flying animals supposedly operating inside a body part may give rise to 
awkward ideas:

11. sætte fluer i hovedet på nogen (lit.: to put flies into someone’s head; ‘to give somebody 
strange ideas’). 

With respect to the next two expressions - Italian and Polish, respectively - another sensory or-
gan is involved, namely the nose (12-13):

12. far saltar la mosca al naso a qualcuno (lit.: to make the fly jump into someone’s nose; ’to 
provoke somebody’ / ‘to have somebody erupt in impatience or anger’)

13.  mieć muchy w nosie (lit.: to have flies in the nose, ‘to sulk without reason’) 

It goes without saying that having flies inside one’s nostrils is just as much of a nuisance as hav-
ing fleas in the ear (as in examples 3 and 4). In both instances, a tiny insect enters a very sen-
sitive part of the body, making it difficult to control one’s temper and triggering an emotional 
reaction. The same annoying emotion due to insects getting inside the nose is found in the next, 
Russian expression. It reminds one somewhat of (8) and (11), even though in this case, the in-
sects are not physically located in the head. In (14), the strange sensation of having flies in one’s 
nostrils is metonymically transferred to the entire person’s character: 

14. с мухами в носу (lit.: with flies in the nose; ’a strange, peculiar person’)
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LOUSE
Interestingly, only one expression deals with another parasitic bloodsucking insect, namely the 
louse. Also this animal’s bites are very irritating, and sometimes even rather painful. In contrast 
to the examples so far, where people actually may have the animals in question within their sen-
sory organs, the next, German expression does not refer to such experiences (15); nevertheless, 
it is again easy to imagine the uneasiness a person must feel by having such an animal literally 
‘crawl’ over a vital organ: 

15. jemandem ist eine Laus über die Leber gelaufen (lit.: a louse has run over somebody’s 
liver; ‘to get annoyed, to be sulky’) 

Although this German expression is the only one in which a ‘louse’ is involved, one might, for 
comparison’s sake, recall the English adjective lousy, which also conveys negative connotations 
of ‘bad’ or ‘poor’, as e.g. in He was a lousy leader. 

ANT
This insect characteristically appears in a multitude of examples – which is not surprising, giv-
en that there are approximately one million ants for every human on Earth (Hölldobler & Wil-
son’s estimate, 1990). Thus (in contrast to the examples considered so far), ‘an ant rarely comes 
alone’, either in real life or in figurative expressions: in all the ‘ant’ expressions, the insect al-
ways appears in the plural. 

The following examples focus upon the ‘creepy crawling’ nature of these insects. As in the Ger-
man expression (15), the emotions in the French and Swedish examples (16-17) are not based on 
actual experiences: 

16. avoir des fourmis dans les jambes (lit.: to have ants in one’s legs; ’to be impatient’).

17. hava myror i kroppen (lit.: to have ants in the body; ‘to feel physically uneasy‘). 

The next Swedish expression (18) slightly resembles (8) and (11) as, once more, somebody is 
putting insects into a specific body part: 

18.  sätta myror i huvudet på någon (lit.: to put ants into somebody’s head; ‘to give some- 
 one something to think about, make them baffled’). 

GRASSHOPPER
In general, grasshoppers eat large quantities of crops (as did the Biblical locusts; Exod. 10) and 
are, therefore, considered pests that may cause a famine. Just like ants, grasshoppers always ap-
pear in huge quantities or swarms; so in the expressions with grasshoppers these insects always 
are in the plural. 
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The following Danish expression, (19), also does not refer to any immediate experience: 

19. sætte griller i hovedet på nogen3 (lit.: to put grasshoppers into someone’s head; ‘to give 
somebody strange ideas’). 

Example 19 is similar to (8) and (11) in the latter’s use of ‘flea’ and ‘fly’. In all three examples, the 
‘container’ is the head, more properly the human brain. 

Also the following Spanish example uses ‘head’; the expression (20) exploits the grasshop-
per’s whimsical and (for most humans) unpredictable behaviour:

20. tener la cabeza como una jaula de grillos (lit.: to have a head like a cage full of grasshop-
pers: ‘to be in a state of daze or bewilderment’)

BUG
I found only two English expressions using the superordinate term, ‘bug’, for insects. In both 
examples, (21) and (22), the insects enter the ear, but the expressions differ in meaning: 

21.  to have a bug in your ear (‘to have an idea in your brain’ / ‘to be up to something’) 

22.  to put a bug in someone’s ear (‘to give somebody a reminder or suggestion relating to a 
future event’)

MOSQUITO AND COCKROACH
These insects appear only in a very few expressions. However, as we have seen before, although 
similar meanings may be conveyed by means of different insects and different locations, our sen-
sory organs still appear to be the preferred habitat for nasty insects, as in this Greek example (23):  

23.  Το κουνούπι μπαίνει στη μύτη (lit.: The mosquito gets into the nose; ‘the weak get their 
revenge’ / ‘the weak also have strengths’)

Cockroaches that feed on human and pet food are, like flies, connected with dirt and are, at least 
in a Western culture, considered repellent animals. Hence, not surprisingly, if such an animal 
were to crawl into a person’s head, there would be clearly negative connotation, as demonstrat-
ed in this Russian expression (24): 

24.  у кого-то тараканы в голове (lit.: somebody has cockroaches in the head; ’a strange, 
stupid or careless person’)

3 The Danish word grille for ‘grasshopper’ is archaic. Today, fårekylling eller græshoppe is used. 
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(BUMBLE)-BEE
In contrast to all the insects mentioned so far, the bumblebee is not generally considered repug-
nant; however, due to its restless movements and, perhaps, also due to its pervasive humming, 
the following German expression (25) conveys negative emotions by focusing on the insect’s 
supposed fidgetiness: 

25.  Hummeln im Hintern haben (lit.: to have bumblebees in one’s bottom; ‘be fidgety’)

Expression (25) is similar to the Dutch expression (3), where fleas occur instead of bumblebees; 
both insects are restless by nature. It should also be borne in mind that the English expression 
mentioned above (in the introduction), ‘to have ants in one’s pants’, is equivalent in meaning to 
(3) and (25). 

BUTTERFLY
Surprisingly, one single insect seems to evoke only pleasant feelings, and that is the butterfly. As 
this animal does little harm in its adult stage (as contrasted to its stage as a larva), and generally 
is considered peaceful, as well as beautiful due to its bright colouring, it is understandable that 
the only expression connected with the butterfly (26) is interpreted in a mostly positive way: 

26.  to have/get butterflies in your stomach ‘to have or develop a nervous stomach as a result 
of anxiety or anticipation’. 

In contrast to the other expressions discussed in the present article, expression, (28) is of recent 
date. According to www.theidioms.com, this originally English expression was used in 1943 by 
Bill Gardener describing his first training jump as a paratrooper: “I landed all right and although 
I’ll always have butterflies in my stomach every time I go up, …”. Over time, the expression has 
been translated with the same meaning into many European languages, e.g. Danish, German, 
Spanish4, and Swedish. Apparently, excitement or stress may cause small spasms in the stomach 
region, and the feeling is transferred metaphorically to the butterfly’s fluttering movements. 

Besides insects, a limited number of other small animals appear inside certain body parts. 
Quite typically, these animals are also considered repellent, at least within the living sphere of 
human beings. 

2.2. Small animals

WORMS
The following, German expression (27) once more exploits the disgusting feeling of an animal 
occupying a person’s nostrils. 

4 For possible variations in the denominations, cf. the Spanish synonyms for estómago (‘stomach’): barriga/pan-
za/guata, or the diminutive forms of the animal as in tener maripositas en el estómago. 
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27.  Jemandem die Würmer5 (einzeln) aus der Nase ziehen (lit.: to drag out (one by one) some-
body’s worms from the nose, ‘to ferret out the truth from somebody’)

Although this expression (just like all the following ones) is not based on actual, experienced 
sensations, the strange activities they represent appear, nevertheless, to have some ground in 
reality; compare how quack doctors in earlier times, in order to remedy certain illnesses, would 
drag worms out of people’s nostrils (Miller-Waldner, s.v.), making their audience believe that 
the worms were the roots of the illnesses. 

FROG/TOAD
In the next examples, the animal in question is used metonymically to refer to its sound. A frog’s 
or a toad’s croaking resembles the noise people make when their vocal cords do not function 
properly. Both Danish, English and German have similar expressions with these animals: 

28.  have/ få en skrubtudse i halsen (lit.: to have/get a toad in the throat; ‘to lose one’s voice 
or find it hard to speak because of hoarseness’) 

29.  to have a frog in one’s throat ‘to lose one’s voice or find it hard to speak because of 
hoarseness’. 

30.  einen Frosch im Hals haben/bekommen (lit.: to have/get a frog in the throat; ‘lose one’s 
voice or find it hard to speak because of hoarseness’)

Compared to the insects mentioned above, we see that the size of the animals inside the body 
has increased considerably; in addition, we deal with animals that people generally consider 
unpleasant and would not like to touch. 

In the following Italian expressions, (31), the animal in question is not located in a specified 
place of our body (as we have seen so far), but resides somewhere in our digestive organs: 

31.  Sputare il rospo! (lit.: to spit the toad out; ‘spit it out’ / ‘out with it’)6 

In this expression, the reluctance to disclose something (often a secret) is compared to the dis-
comfort of having a toad inside one. Due to its dry, leathery skin and especially its large bumps 
(often called warts), a toad is often regarded with aversion; thus, the animal stands metonymi-
cally for discomforting facts that are about to being revealed.  

5 In German, the diminutive ending -chen (with the word in the singular) is used too: Jemandem das Würmchen 
aus der Nase ziehen. 

6 I am grateful to Jacob L. Mey for pointing out this expression. However, a similar Italian expression that contains 
the same animal: inghiottire il rospo (lit.: to swallow the toad; ‘to bite the bullet’) does not fit into the category 
chosen here: ‘animal-inside-the-body’ - nor does the American English equivalent ‘to eat crow’. 
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MOUSE/RAT7

Both mice and rats are generally seen as vermin, parasitic animals that are unclean, steal food 
and crops, and spread diseases. It is not by accident that in English, a common colloquial in-
terjection expressing irritation includes one of these rodents: ‘Rats!’. However, this notion of 
uncleanliness has not triggered any animal-in-the-body-expressions; instead, the mice’s scam- 
pering movements have led to the following Dutch and Danish expressions: 

32.  muizennesten in het hoofd hebben (lit.: to have mouse nests in your head; ’to be worried 
about things unnecessarily’)

33. at have rotter på loftet (lit.: to have rats in the attic; ’to have weird ideas’)

Obviously, in the Danish expression loft (for ‘attic’) is understood metonymically as a person’s 
‘head’. 

At first sight, the following Danish expression appears difficult to understand in the current con-
text, since neither restlessness nor filthiness seem to be evoked: 

34.  at have mus i knæet (lit.: to have mice in the knee; ’to have damage to the cartilage in 
one’s knee’) 

Here, the ‘mouse’ has nothing directly to do with the Latin mus (which could denote other ro-
dents, such as rats, martens. and so on), or with the late (medical) Latin word musculus ‘muscle’, 
the diminutive of mus, where the ‘little mouse’ is a metaphorical relative of the body part. In 
the medical term mus articularis, we are dealing with a condition in the joints (Latin articulus, 
diminutive of older artus,’joint’) where the damage is metaphorically attributed to the actions 
of a ‘rodent causing trouble’ – here a ‘mouse’ quasi-inhabiting a body part. (Of course, this ex-
pression, too, lacks a literal human experiential equivalent, as we have seen earlier).

BIRD
We have seen how certain types of insects (like ants, mice and rats) always occur in large num-
bers. Similarly, the following Spanish expression uses the plural form of ‘bird’ to underscore the 
perceived weirdness of the situation: 

35.  tener la cabeza llena de pájaros / tener (muchos) pájaros en la cabeza (lit.: to have the 
head full of birds / to have (many) birds in the head; ‘to be dizzy-headed’, ‘to be scat-
terbrained’)

7 How difficult cross-linguistic categorizations of animals are, shows, among others, the fact that for Japanese 
speakers, mouse and rat are practically the same animal (Dobrovol’skij & Piirainen 2005:324). Apparently, Latin 
speakers must have had the same problem (see above, under ‘Mouse’).
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Again, the birds’ darting movements are transferred metonymically to a person’s thoughts. 

CAT
We have noticed the improbability of larger animals being able actually to invade the human 
body. ‘Cat’ is no exception; once more, note the following Russian metaphor that exploits typ-
ical cat behaviour, i.e. scratching, but not based on any experience. Again, a vital organ is the 
target of the animal’s conduct: 

36. кошки скребут на душе/сердце (lit.: the cats scratch on [somebody’s] soul/heart; ‘some-
body feels sad or worried’)

The following French expression, (37), is basically equivalent to (28), (29) and (30) (referring to 
a toad or a frog). However, due to the size of the animal, it is even more unlikely to be the result 
of an actual experience: 

37. avoir un chat dans la gorge (lit.: to have a cat in the throat; ‘to be hoarse’) 

While in many of the earlier examples, the animals in question were chosen due to the similar-
ity of their sounds to a damaged human voice, still the French metaphor in (37) seems rather 
awkward: it is difficult to relate a cat’s meowing to hoarseness in human speech. Here, etymol-
ogy may help solve the problem: centuries ago, the French maton meant ‘curdled milk’ and, by 
extension, any clumps or lumps8. However, the word also meant ‘tomcat’; while over time, chat 
replaced maton, while the ‘lumps’ remained in place. Originally, therefore, the French expres-
sion had nothing to do with the cat or any other animal. 

Conclusions
Our catalogue suggests that the metaphorical invasion of the human body is mainly carried out 
by insects or very small animals. Typically, fleas, ants, flies, lice, cockroaches, butterflies and bees, 
or (using a superordinate term) bugs invade the head and especially its apertures like the ear or 
the nose, and, in a few cases, also the legs or the bottom; occasionally, they invade vital, internal 
organs such as the liver or the breast. Some of these insects can indeed burrow into parts of the 
body, such as the human ear, and there cause pain and potential hearing loss. Most of the ani-
mals in question have always been despised in many cultures, perhaps even loathed. This seems 
to be in accordance with what the medieval philosophers called the ‘Great Chain of Being’, a 
cultural model which locates the different forms of being in a hierarchy and in which insects and 
other small animals are placed further away from humans, in contrast to, e.g. the Great Apes 
and domestic animals like dogs and cattle. Compare:

8 Source: Wikimedia, France.
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Human beings should rise above their vulgar, bodily desires, and when they fail to 
do so, we equate them with animals – and in the Great Chain of Being insects are 
near the bottom. (Lockwood, 2013: 78, my emphasis)

Likewise, Kathryn Allan claims: 

Terms like worm, maggot, louse, grub and slug can be used to describe individuals 
regarded with contempt, and at the most basic level these may imply a ‘lower’ form 
of life than humanity […] (2008: 165)

So it is not only insects that are looked at with disgust or disapproval; worms and toads are like-
wise often despised – perhaps also because they are unpleasant to touch. 

For humans, one important feature common to all the animals mentioned above is their size, 
as Allan also points out (2008: 165). As to insects in particular, their tiny size makes them diffi-
cult to empathize with (and, if necessary, get rid of). 

The examples from various languages have also demonstrated how the environment that 
surrounds the human being influences the ways metaphors and metonymies are formed, even 
though in many cases, these expressions are either unlikely or impossible to imagine as re-
ferring to actual experiences. Nevertheless, they reflect a could-be-experience, based on our 
knowledge of the animals in question’s behaviour. 

Interestingly, despite this overall common knowledge, the meanings of similar expressions 
may go in rather different directions. In particular, the animal-in-the-body-metaphors consti-
tute some interesting data, mainly because of their intrinsic ‘unnaturalness’, that is to say, the 
actual impossibility of (most of) the metaphoric actions actually being realized (e.g. there are no 
mice in one’s knee, nor will there ever be). In this line, Dobrovol’skji - by commenting explicitly 
on the German expression (8) above ‘A louse ran over my liver’ - explains: 

[…] here we are dealing with a conceptual construction rather than with a concept 
based on experience. The claim that semantic motivation results from addressing 
relevant frames should not be understood in the sense that real situations always 
stands behind them. […] a conceptual structure […] does not necessarily correspond 
to reality. (2007:792) 

As metaphors are based on cultural considerations (see Kövecses 2005: 4) is seems natural that 
people interpret the same experience – be it real or imagined - differently and attach different 
values to them. Therefore, animal-in-the-body-metaphors may be interpreted differentl y even 
though the body part and the animal in question are the same. 
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While we have encountered various specific motivations (such as creeping, flattering, noise 
and the like) for many animal-in-body-metaphors, still, one prominent emotion seems to be 
trigger the overall motivation related to a feeling of repellence and disgust. This general sen-
sation is of something extremely unpleasant, irritating, and repellent that one would want to 
be rid of; therefore, it comes as no surprise that none of the cited expressions - apart from the 
more recent butterflies in the stomach - convey any positive feeling at all. Interestingly, studies 
on phobia and disgust point out how the importance of the physical distance between a human 
being and the repugnant object plays a decisive role: 

Shuddering and turning away with squinted eyes, wrinkled nose, and pursed lips 
are sure signs [of disgust, UKN] […]. After establishing a safe distance, a disgusted 
person typically seeks to remove, cover, or clean up the stimulus. All of these reac-
tions evidently function to keep the odious material from being near, getting 
into, or remaining inside one’s body. (Lockwood 2013: 55, my emphasis)

Clinical psychologist Susan Miller even argues that the greater the potential for something to 
enter us, the greater the disgust:

Small, primitive life-forms close at hand are especially likely to disgust us. I believe 
this is because they seem too likely to enter us or at least to latch on […] (2004: 56) 

Thus, in general terms, it appears that most of the animal-in-body-metaphors are motivated 
by the intrinsic human feeling of disgust that tiny creatures may violate our boundaries; or, 
as Lockwood puts it, “our essential self is compromised when our biological or psychic skin is 
breached” (2013: 63). 

Although this survey of a variety of European languages has shown that the feeling of disgust 
caused by the trespassing of our boundaries is reflected in almost all animal-in-the-body-meta-
phors, it would undoubtedly be fruitful also to have a look at non-European languages in order 
to see whether our revulsion towards insects and smaller animals residing in our body reflects 
a universal tendency. 

In this connection, considcr the following Japanese expression, (38). It does not contain any 
specific animal but, instead, a superordinate term which – as did (21) and (22) above – definitely 
confirms this tendency. In addition, its meaning resembles slightly the German expression in 
(15), as neither is based on human experience: 

38.  hara no mushi ga osamaranai (lit.: not to be able to calm down the bug9 in the stomach; 
‘to get angry or to become sulky’) 

9 According to Hartmut Haberland (pers. comm.) mushi can also mean ‘worm’, ‘maggot’ or ‘grub’. However, these 
alternative meanings do not invalidate my overall view. 
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By contrast, the following Chinese expression does not confirm this tendency: in spite of the fact 
that (39) resembles the widespread European butterfly-in-the-stomach example, in this case, 
the butterfly has been substituted by a small deer: 
 

39. Xin-zhong     xiao-lu        luan-tiao  
heart-inside    small-deer     wildly-jump (lit.: A small deer is jumping wildly in the heart; 
‘one is worried, anxious, or nervous’)

The imagery of restlessness corresponds to the ‘butterfly’ expressions, but (given the size of 
even this avowedly small animal), the image in question is remarkably different, even outland-
ish – which makes this Chinese metaphor less ‘experiential’ and considerably more unbelieva-
ble as expressing a real situation. Further investigation of non-European languages is, there-
fore, necessary in order to uncover to which degree tiny, and often disgusting animals can claim 
to be universal components of animal-in-the-body-metaphors. 
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